
Vertigo Sound VSC-2 压缩器

产品名称 Vertigo Sound VSC-2 压缩器

公司名称 北京麦田中旺数码科技有限公司

价格 1.00/1

规格参数 品牌:Vertigo Sound VSC-2 Compressor
型号:Vertigo Sound VSC-2 Compressor
1:1

公司地址 北京市朝阳区百子湾路16号百子园5号楼A单元70
7室

联系电话  18600607968

产品详情

qq:1480362713   tel:18600607968  项目经理：博乐   中国独家代理品牌  

供应销售vertigo sound全线产品！

the mercedes of vca compressors from german manufacturer vertigo sound! the vsc-2 quad discrete compressor is so
named because it uses 4 vca’s built by hand using only discrete components. it’s design is a nod toward the best vca
based compressors of the 70s and 80s.   the vertigo vca is in fact named 1979. some of the best features of these classic
compressors have been complimented in the vsc. this classic based sound is combined with a modern mastering grade
signal path. some unique and innovative features lie beneath the bonnet, such as the ratio which increases with level in
‘soft’ mode.   vsc-2 unique features �one for all! true mono and true stereo �dual - mono, no shared contols
�in stereo mode channel a controls become master �the stereo signal is phase coherent under all settings �no
phase shift or l-r problems can occur due to the innovative sc design �the signal path is of mastering quality �real
stereo mode! channel a is stereo master �there is a minimum of circuitry with a hard relay bypass �settings from soft
knee (soft=tiptoe) to hard knee (brick) �the ratio selection switch compensates to provide equal loudness, allowing
immediate comparison �side chain high pass filters with two switchable frequencies are provided onboard
�metering is analogue with carefully chosen ballistics, and beautifully lit! �handsome parameter control via
customized scale ranges �internal components are of the ultimate quality, modified where necessary �a toroid
transformer ensures no psu noise �the ‘1979’ vca is made of individual components, no integrated circuits
�encased in a ceramic material for thermal stability �this 1979 unit adds character to the sound, similar to some
vintage units; �the harder it compresses the more it colours �this vca delivers real analogue punch, so difficult to
achieve with modern software plug-ins �a jensen transformer and a state of the art line-out driver complete the
picture by providing perfectly balanced in and outs   the heart of the vsc-2 – the discrete vca 1979  99% of all
newer designs use an integrated circuit for this job which makes production easy and cost extensive.   here's the big
difference!   the vertigo sound 1979 is a fully discrete handbuilt v-oltage c-ontrolled a-mplifier.   this vca colours
the signal the more you compress and 'make up' the output.   this basic effect plus a very well thought out circuitry
and choice of components gives you a fresh, punchy precise sound without sounding dull or nasty even if the unit is



pushed hard.   the precision of this technique makes the vertigo ideally suited for mastering and mix buss
compression.   mono mode is the exact opposite. each channel has entirely separate control and metering. crosstallk
is less than minus 100db, like two separate units!   this provides two world class compressor/limiters for tracking and
mixing.   technical specifications �stereo / dual mono switchable �jensen balanced in. that 1646 or burr brown
balanced out �dynamic range: 115 db �frequency response: 10 hz ... 70 khz (- 3 db) �max. output level: + 25 dbu /
600 ohm balanced floating �signal to noise ratio at + 6 dbu = 97 db (20..20 khz, unweighted, rms) �noise: – 91 dbu
(20 hz – 22 khz – unweighted, rms) @ 0 db unity gain �crosstalk between channels: > 100 db at any frequency
�power consumption: max 8 watts
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